MAGICAL SELF-PORTRAITS

Magic mirror, on the wall, who's the most creative of them all? How will your mirror reflect your inner artist?

SUPPLY LIST

☐ Mirror
☐ Paper
☐ Glue
☐ Cardboard

☐ Scissors
☐ Pencils, markers, crayons, pencil crayons (whatever is desired)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Begin with a piece of white paper and a pencil.
2. Design and draw your own Magical Mirror frame.
3. Hold a real mirror up in front of you. Using your reflection as a guide, draw yourself in your Magical Mirror.
4. Once your self-portrait is completed, use pencil crayons, crayons, or markers to colour yourself in, or decorate however you choose.
5. Cut out your Magical Mirror and glue it onto cardboard to make it extra sturdy - then cut around the mirror on the cardboard to make it portable!

Additional Tips:
Use your imagination to make your self-portrait as realistic or abstract as your imagination allows!
Don't be limited just by what you see - let your mirror reflect your inner self! Imagine yourself in a variety of different roles or locations, and create a series of magic mirrors that represent you.